
 
 

CHEMISTRY 
 
Project Due Date: September 3rd, 2019 (First Day of School) 
 
Project Value:  One (1) First quarter assessment grade 
 
Project Requirement: Download the “Chemistry Summer Reading,” which is the first five sections of your  
    chemistry textbook online, and complete the following assignment: 
 
Assignment: To better prepare you for chemistry in the upcoming year (and to quickly transition through  
            the more basic and familiar aspects of the course), you will read and outline the primary  
            vocabulary from the first five sections of the chemistry textbook. This can be completed in a note 
            book or on loose-leaf (do NOT type and print). Follow the scaffold below for each section: 
 
 
  Section Title: 
 
  Brief synopsis of the section (1–2 paragraphs): 
 
  Bolded vocabulary words and definitions from section: 
 
 
 
 
Within the first week of school, you will have a quiz on the vocabulary words that you learn about through 
these sections.  
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Social Studies 7- Ms. Kuoch (ekuoch@philasd.org) 

Due the first day of school in class 

 
Required Supplies 
Binder with three sections (1-inch or ½ inch is best) 

Loose Leaf paper 

Pencils and pens 

 

This year in Social Studies, we will study geography and world history. The summer project will serve as 

an introduction to geography.  

 

Directions for summer project: 
Write or type your answers these questions on paper and bring a hard copy to class the first day of 

school. Please make sure you answer these questions on a separate piece of paper (not in a notebook) 

that I can collect.  

 

Part 1: Make a prediction. Do you think that maps of the world accurately show the size and shapes of 

countries? Why or why not? Explain in at least 2 sentences. 

 

Part 2: Watch this video clip (approximately 6 minutes long). Go to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIID5FDi2JQ to watch the video clip or search for “Why all world 

maps are wrong” on Youtube. The video is produced by Vox. Answer these questions in complete 

sentences: 

A. According to this video, do maps of the world accurately show geography?  

B. What is the “eternal dilemma of map-makers”?  

C. What is one benefit of using the Mercator Map? What was the original purpose of the Mercator 

Map?  

D. What is one problem with using the Mercator Map? How does it change the size of countries? 

E. What is one benefit of using the Gall Peters Map?  

F. What is one problem with using the Gall Peters Map?  

 

Part 3: What responses do you have to this video? What do you find interesting or surprising from this 

video? Write at least 3 sentences.  


